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Abstract

We propose a query learning algorithm for an extension of weighted finite automata (WFAs),
named symbolic weighted finite automata (SWFAs), which can handle strings over infinite
alphabets more efficiently. Based on the idea of symbolic finite automata, SWFAs gen-
eralize WFAs by allowing transitions to be functions from a possibly infinite alphabet to
weights. Our algorithm can learn SWFAs if functions in transitions are also learnable by
queries. We also investigate minimization and equivalence checking for SWFAs.

Keywords: query learning, exact concept learning, weighted finite automata, symbolic
finite automata

1. Introduction

In this paper, we present a query learning algorithm for symbolic weighted finite automata
(SWFAs), along with algorithms for minimizing and checking equivalence of them. SWFAs
can be seen as the unification of two notable extensions of classical finite automata (FAs),
weighted finite automata (WFAs) and symbolic finite automata (SFAs). WFAs are finite
automata to represent formal power series on a semiring, which are functions from a set
of strings over a finite alphabet to a semiring. SFAs are an extension of FAs, where each
transition edge is labeled with a predicate, which represents a possibly infinite subset of
the alphabet compactly. By combining them, SWFAs can represent power series as with
WFAs while dealing with a large or infinite alphabet efficiently as well as SFAs. Transition
edges of an SWFA are labeled by functions from the alphabet to a semiring instead of pred-
icates. Because of their generality, SWFAs have been considered in several recent studies.
Herrmann and Vogler (2016) introduced SWFAs with data storage and investigated their
expressiveness for some types of data storage. Alur et al. (2017) considered SWFAs with
nesting operations and parallel execution, and proposed an efficient evaluation algorithm for
them. Jaksic et al. (2018a,b); Waga (2019) used SWFAs to develop underlying algorithms
for runtime verification of cyber-physical systems. However, the learning of SWFAs has not
been studied yet.

The problem of learning FAs has been studied for a long time. Angluin (1987) proposed
the first algorithm L∗ which learns deterministic FAs with an oracle, called a minimally
adequate teacher (MAT), which answers membership queries (MQs) and equivalence queries
(EQs) from the learner. Bergadano and Varricchio (1996) extended L∗ for learning WFAs
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and Bisht et al. (2006) improved the complexity of the algorithm. The learning of SFAs
under the MAT model has also been studied. Drews and D’Antoni (2017) showed that
deterministic SFAs can be learned if partitions of Σ are inferable from finite examples.
Argyros and D’Antoni (2018) proposed a more powerful algorithm that learns deterministic
SFAs under the assumption that predicates on transition edges are also MAT learnable.
This work was extended for learning non-deterministic SFAs by Chubachi et al. (2019).

This paper proposes a query learning algorithm for SWFAs by combining Bisht et al.
and Argyros and D’Antoni. We prove that SWFAs are exactly learnable under the MAT
model if functions on transition edges are also MAT learnable. The query complexity of our
algorithm is polynomial in the minimal number of states to represent the target power series,
the length of the longest counterexample against EQs, and the number of queries required to
learn functions on transition edges. We also show that minimization and equivalence check-
ing for SWFAs can be achieved in polynomial time in the number of states of given SWFAs.

After preparing required mathematical notions in Section 2, we give a formal definition
and important properties of SWFAs in Section 3. Our proposed query learning algorithm is
given in Section 4, whose correctness and query complexity are shown in Section 5. Section 6
concludes this paper.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Notation

The set of all strings over an alphabet Σ is denoted by Σ∗. The empty string is denoted by ε.
The set of all functions from X to Y is denoted by Y X .

We consider possibly infinite matrices throughout this paper. A matrix over Y whose
rows and columns are indexed by sets P and S, respectively, is identified with a function
from P × S to Y . The element of a matrix A ∈ Y P×S indexed by p ∈ P and s ∈ S is
denoted by A[p, s]. A vector may be seen as a special case of a matrix whose column index
set is a singleton S = {s}, where we often drop s and simply refer to the element A[p, s]
by A[p] regarding A ∈ Y P . A pair (P ′, S′) of subsets P ′ ⊆ P and S′ ⊆ S is called a mask
and the (P ′, S′)-sub-block of A ∈ Y P×S with row index set P ′ and column index set S′

is denoted as A(P ′,S′) ∈ Y P ′×S′ . Particularly when P ′ = P and S′ is a singleton set {s},
the matrix A(P,{s}) is often denoted by A[·, s] and is called the column vector of A indexed
by s ∈ S. The row vector of A indexed by p ∈ P is symmetrically defined and denoted
by A[p, ·]. The transpose of A ∈ Y P×S , denoted by AT ∈ Y S×P , exchanges the rows and
columns of A. We often express a matrix as a table ordering the row and column indices
arbitrarily.

When Y is a semiring, the multiplication AB ∈ Y P×S of two matrices A ∈ Y P×Q and
B ∈ Y Q×S is defined by (AB)[p, s] =

∑
q∈QA[p, q]B[q, s] for all p ∈ P and s ∈ S provided

that Q is finite. When Y is a field, the rank of A ∈ Y P×S is defined in the usual way and
denoted by rank(A). A mask (P ′, S′) is called a basis if rank(A(P ′,S′)) = rank(A). The basis
(P ′, S′) is minimal if |P ′| = |S′| = rank(A). A mask (P ′, S′) is non-singular when A(P ′,S′)

is non-singular. That is, there is a unique matrix called the inverse A−1
(P ′,S′) of A(P ′,S′) such

that A(P ′,S′)A
−1
(P ′,S′) = I, where I is an identity matrix. A minimal basis is always non-
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singular since a matrix A(P ′,S′) is non-singular if and only if |P ′| = |S′| = rank(A(P ′,S′)).
However, the reverse is not always true.

2.2. Learning under Minimally Adequate Teacher

Query learning is an active learning model, where an algorithm actively asks queries to
the teacher and constructs a representation of the target function from a domain X to
a codomain Y using the teacher’s answers. The most famous setting of query learning
is learning under a minimally adequate teacher (MAT), proposed by Angluin (1987). In
this model, the MAT can answer two types of queries concerning an unknown function f∗:
membership queries (MQs) and equivalence queries (EQs). For an MQ, the MAT receives
w ∈ X and returns f∗(w). For an EQ, the MAT receives a hypothesis H that represents a
function fH ∈ Y X . The MAT returns “yes” if f∗ = fH. Otherwise, the MAT returns c ∈ X
such that f∗(c) 6= fH(c) as a counterexample.

3. Symbolic Weighted Finite Automata

Symbolic weighted finite automata (SWFAs) combine symbolic finite automata (SFAs) and
weighted finite automata (WFAs) to represent formal power series over a possibly infinite
alphabet. SFAs are defined over a Boolean algebra, which has predicates (or guards), finite
descriptions to represent possibly infinite subsets of the alphabet. SFAs use predicates
as labels of transition edges. Likewise, SWFAs have edges labeled by finitely describable
functions, called guard functions, in a fixed class G from the alphabet Σ to a semiring S.

Definition 1 (Symbolic Weighted Finite Automata, SWFAs) A symbolic weighted
finite automaton (SWFA) A over G is a tuple (G, Q,α,β,∆), where G ⊆ SΣ is a class of
guard functions from Σ to S, Q is a finite set of states, α ∈ SQ is a vector of initial weights,
β ∈ SQ is a vector of final weights, and ∆ ∈ GQ×Q is a transition relation. For any x ∈ Σ, the
transition relation for x is represented by a matrix ∆x ∈ SQ×Q, i.e., ∆x[q, q′] = ∆[q, q′](x)
for all (q, q′) ∈ Q2. ∆x can be extended for strings w ∈ Σ∗ as ∆w = ∆x1∆x2 . . .∆xl , where
w = x1x2 . . . xl with xi ∈ Σ. The formal power series fA represented by A is defined by
fA(w) = αT∆wβ for all w ∈ Σ∗ and called G-recognizable. We allow a special SWFA with
no states, which represents the zero constant series, called the zero SWFA.

If S is the two-element Boolean algebra, SWFAs coincide with SFAs. For the class Gwfa of
all guard functions from a finite alphabet Σ to a semiring S, SWFAs over Gwfa are exactly
WFAs, except that usually the transition relations of WFAs are described by enumeration.
That is, the transition relation of a WFA is |Σ| matrices in SQ×Q.

Figure 1 shows toy examples of a WFA and an SWFA representing the same power
series f : {−1, 0, 1}∗ → Q, where Q is the set of rational numbers. The SWFA is readily
applicable for extending the alphabet to the integer set with no change.

3.1. Basic Properties of SWFAs

In the following of this paper, we assume the codomain of the power series in concern is
a field F. This restriction has brought fruitful positive results on WFAs including their
efficient learnability (Bergadano and Varricchio, 1996; Bisht et al., 2006). In addition, we
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(a) WFA
<latexit sha1_base64="5N1PaF/ispgcDSe+0VRbe0POeis=">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</latexit>

(b) SWFA

<latexit sha1_base64="lETdL5cgvhNqrzIEUzxhkAEclrs=">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</latexit>

x 2 ⌃ weight

�1 1
2

0 1
2

1 1
2

<latexit sha1_base64="qnyC5Ni5ibkOJa34fnaUdbcOKDE=">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</latexit>

x 2 ⌃ weight

x 1
2

Figure 1: (a) An example WFA on Σ = {−1, 0, 1}. Each circle represents a state q, in
which the triple shows q, α[q], and β[q]. The table labeling each edge from q to
q′ shows ∆x[q, q′] for each x ∈ Σ. (b) An example SWFA representing the same
power series as (a). The label on each edge from q to q′ is the assigned guard
function from Σ to Q. We omit edges whose functions always return zero.

assume that any guard function class G is closed under linear combination throughout this
paper. This assumption may be seen as the weighted counterpart of the Boolean closure
property of predicates in the context of SFAs. Under the assumption, we observe that some
basic properties of WFAs over fields also hold for SWFAs.

Definition 2 The matrix Hf associated to a formal power series f : Σ∗ → F is an infinite
matrix with rows and columns indexed by strings in Σ∗ such that Hf [p, s] = f(ps) for all
p, s ∈ Σ∗.

Fliess’s theorem (1974) can be seen as a weighted counterpart of the Myhill-Nerode
theorem (Nerode, 1958), which also holds for SWFAs.

Theorem 3 The rank of the matrix Hf associated to f : Σ∗ → F is finite if and only if f
is G-recognizable for some G. In that case, there exists an SWFA A over G with rank(Hf )
states representing f and no SWFA with fewer states can represent f .

The proof in Balle and Mohri (2015) works regardless of whether Σ is finite or infinite.
Hereafter, we fix the G-recognizable power series f in concern and we often drop the

subscript f from Hf if there is no risk of confusion.
When (P, S) is a minimal basis of H and the alphabet is finite, one can construct a

WFA representing f from H(P,S) and H(P,x,S) for all x ∈ Σ, where H(P,x,S)[p, s] = f(pxs)
for all p ∈ P and s ∈ S (Bisht et al., 2006). We will establish the parallel result on SWFAs
in Proposition 5.

Definition 4 For a non-singular mask (P, S), the SWFA based on (P, S) is defined to
be A(P,S) = (G, Q,α,β,∆), where Q = P , αT = H({ε},S)H

−1
(P,S), β = H(P,{ε}) and ∆x =

H(P,x,S)H
−1
(P,S) for all x ∈ Σ.
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One may wonder whether functions in ∆ defined above belong to G. We will show it is
indeed the case in the following propositions.

Proposition 5 Let (P, S) be a minimal basis. Then, A(P,S) correctly represents f . More-
over, all guard functions in ∆ of A(P,S) are in G.

Proof By Theorem 3, there is an SWFA A′ = (G, Q′,α′,β′,∆′) with |P | (= |S|) states
representing f , i.e., f(w) = α′T∆′wβ

′ for all w ∈ Σ∗. Define matrices UP ∈ FP×Q′ and VS ∈
FQ′×S by UP [p, ·] = α′T∆′p for all p ∈ P and VS [·, s] = ∆′sβ

′ for all s ∈ S, respectively. Then
we have H(P,S) = UPVS and H(P,x,S) = UP∆′xVS for x ∈ Σ. Since H(P,S) is non-singular,
UP and VS are also non-singular. From the definition of A(P,S), H(P,x,S) = ∆xH(P,S) =

∆xUPVS . Thus, ∆′x = U−1
P ∆xUP . This fact can be extended to strings w ∈ Σ∗ as ∆′w =

U−1
P ∆wUP . Since H({ε},S) = α′TVS and H(P,{ε}) = UPβ

′, we have α′T = αTUP and β′ =

U−1
P β. Therefore, f(w) = α′T∆′wβ

′ = αTUPU
−1
P ∆wUPU

−1
P β = αT∆wβ. Additionally,

∆′x = U−1
P ∆xUP shows that every guard function in ∆ can be represented by a linear

transformation of those in ∆′. Thus, all guard functions in ∆ are in G.

Proposition 6 guarantees that the guard functions in the transition relation constructed
in Definition 4 indeed belong to G, by extending the property shown in Proposition 5 to
the case that (P, S) is a non-singular mask.

Proposition 6 If (P, S) is non-singular, all guard functions of A(P,S) are in G.

Proof Let (P ′, S′) be a minimal basis that expands (P, S), i.e., P ′ ⊇ P and S′ ⊇ S. For
the SWFA A(P ′,S′) = (G, Q′,α′,β′,∆′), we have for all x ∈ Σ,

∆′xH(P ′,S′) = H(P ′,x,S′) ,

which can be rewritten as
(

∆′(P,P )x
∆′

(P,P̃ )x
∆′

(P̃ ,P )x
∆′

(P̃ ,P̃ )x

)(
H(P,S) H(P,S̃)

H(P̃ ,S) H(P̃ ,S̃)

)
=

(
H(P,x,S) H(P,x,S̃)

H(P̃ ,x,S) H(P̃ ,x,S̃)

)

where P̃ = P ′ \ P and S̃ = S′ \ S. Thus ∆′(P,P )x
H(P,S) + ∆′

(P,P̃ )x
H(P̃ ,S) = H(P,x,S) and

∆x = H(P,x,S)H
−1
(P,S) = (∆′(P,P )x

H(P,S) + ∆′
(P,P̃ )x

H(P̃ ,S))H
−1
(P,S)

for all x ∈ Σ. Therefore, all guard functions in ∆ can be represented by a linear transfor-
mation of those of ∆′. That is, they belong to G.

3.2. Minimization and Equivalence Checking for SWFAs

In this subsection, we consider minimization and equivalence checking for SWFAs. Mini-
mization (also called standardization) is the problem to minimize the number of states of a
given SWFA. Equivalence checking is the problem to check whether given two SWFAs are
equivalent or not. Our algorithms assume that G admits a zero-checking procedure.
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<latexit sha1_base64="13iOWJbVnYo7frk4yY8/CWFrkeo=">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</latexit>0
@

1 2 2 1
0 1 3 0
g1 g2 g3 g4

1
A

<latexit sha1_base64="kYfWRDfG4OhOXfFdieZigHhX3C8=">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</latexit>0
@

1 2 2 1
0 1 3 0
0 g2 � 2g1 g3 � 2g1 g4 � g1

1
A

<latexit sha1_base64="Bk7sWMvQNArgeuVj58kozQ5ZJSM=">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</latexit>0
@

1 2 2 1
0 1 3 0
0 0 g3 � 2g1 � 3(g2 � 2g1) g4 � g1

1
A<latexit sha1_base64="pyjYZStoWduI9MScfVtEmYyxii4=">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</latexit>! <latexit sha1_base64="pyjYZStoWduI9MScfVtEmYyxii4=">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</latexit>!

<latexit sha1_base64="u3FD+5O+H/zBf5+AC12uNrIR8RA=">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</latexit>

UP

<latexit sha1_base64="r5Msjb/xrpkxN+kkq3VOGY4u7m4=">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</latexit>

UP [p, ·]�

<latexit sha1_base64="ZvvgQQJdnFLAZT4Kvg4ProBywKg=">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</latexit>

triangular matrix

Figure 2: Gaussian elimination dealing with guard functions

Assumption 7 For a given g ∈ G, there is a procedure that decides whether g(x) = 0 for
all x ∈ Σ. If not, it finds a witness x ∈ Σ such that g(x) 6= 0.

This requirement corresponds to the emptiness checking in the context of SFAs (Ar-
gyros and D’Antoni, 2018; Chubachi et al., 2019). Under the assumption, we present
a minimization procedure for SWFAs inspired by Schützenberger’s algorithm for WFAs
(1961). The minimization procedure for SWFAs consists of two phases: First we obtain a
minimal basis (P, S) for a given SWFA; Second, we construct a minimized SWFA based on
(P, S) and H(P,S).

Suppose an SWFA A = (G, Q,α,β,∆) representing fA is given as an input. The first
phase is shown in Algorithm 1. For two sets P and S of strings, define matrices UP ∈ FP×Q
and VS ∈ FQ×S by UP [p, ·] = αT∆p for all p ∈ P and VS [·, s] = ∆sβ for all s ∈ S,
respectively. When UP and VS are bases of UΣ∗ and VΣ∗ , respectively, (P, S) will be a basis
of HfA , since UΣ∗VΣ∗ = HfA . Starting from P = {ε}, our procedure constructs such P by
expanding P and increasing the rank of UP in the loop of Line 2. Of course when |P | = |Q|,
we cannot expand P any further. Otherwise, to execute Line 4, we first consider the matrix
[UT
P (UP [p, ·]∆)T]T, which concatenates UP and UP [p, ·]∆, for each p ∈ P . As shown in

the example in Figure 2, Gaussian elimination process dealing with guard functions makes
the first |P |+ 1 columns of the concatenated matrix a triangular matrix, which includes a
guard function only at the lower-right corner. Then, we check whether the guard function
g at the lower-right corner of the triangular matrix always outputs 0 or not. If g(x) = 0
for all x ∈ Σ, the finding in Line 4 fails. If not, we can get x ∈ Σ such that g(x) 6= 0 by
Assumption 7. It means we have succeeded in finding p ∈ P and x ∈ Σ such that UP [p, ·]∆x

is linearly independent of UP . Then, we extend P by px. We construct S and VS with the
desired property by the symmetric procedure. The obtained mask (P, S) is a basis, but not
necessarily minimal. By removing elements of P and S as much as possible while keeping
the rank of the matrix H(P,S), we obtain a minimal basis.

The second phase constructs a minimized SWFA from the minimal basis. By Propo-
sition 5, it is enough to show that the SWFA A(P,S) in Definition 4 is computable. The
only possible difficulty is in the construction of the transition relation, named ∆min here,
for which ∆min

x = H(P,x,S)H
−1
(P,S) must hold for all x ∈ Σ. One can compute the matrix

H(P,∆,S) ∈ GP×S defined by H(P,∆,S)[p, s] = αT∆p∆∆sβ. We then have H(P,∆,S)[p, s](x) =

H(P,x,S) for all x ∈ Σ, p ∈ P and s ∈ S. Thus, ∆min = H(P,∆,S)H
−1
(P,S) has the desired

property1.

1. The matrices ∆ and H(P,∆,S) are over G, which is not necessarily a semiring, whereas the others are
over F. We can naturally apply the definition of multiplication of two matrices over a semiring to these
cases, since G is closed under linear combination.
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Algorithm 1: Computing a minimal basis from an SWFA

Input: an SWFA A = (G, Q,α,β,∆)
Output: a minimal basis (P, S)

1 initialize P ← {ε}, S ← {ε};
2 repeat
3 UP [p, ·]← αT∆p for all p ∈ P ;
4 find p ∈ P and x ∈ Σ such that UP [p, ·]∆x is linearly independent of UP ;
5 P ← P ∪ {px};
6 until finding in Line 4 fails;
7 repeat
8 VS [·, s]← ∆sβ for all s ∈ S;
9 find s ∈ S and x ∈ Σ such that ∆xVS [·, s] is linearly independent of VS ;

10 S ← S ∪ {xs};
11 until finding in Line 9 fails;
12 H(P,S) ← UPVS ;

13 P ← P \ P ′ for a maximal P ′ ⊆ P such that rank(H(P,S)) = rank(H(P\P ′,S));

14 S ← S \ S′ for a maximal S′ ⊆ S such that rank(H(P,S)) = rank(H(P,S\S′));

15 return (P, S);

Theorem 8 Let L and E be the time complexities of computing a linear combination and
zero-checking of a guard function, respectively. One can minimize an arbitrary SWFA in
O(|Q|(L|Q|2 + E)) time, where |Q| is the number of states of the SWFA.

Proof The finding at Lines 4 and 9 of Algorithm 1 involves Gaussian elimination dealing
with guard functions and a zero-checking on G. The former requires O(L|Q|2) and the latter
requires E time. Thus, the entire procedure requires O(|Q|(L|Q|2 + E)) time since these
lines are executed at most |Q| times.

When G is Gwfa, we have L,E ∈ O(|Σ|) and the time complexity O(|Σ||Q|3) coincides with
that of Schützenberger’s algorithm for minimizing WFAs (1961).

The equivalence checking between SWFAs is immediately derived.

Corollary 9 One can decide whether two SWFAs A1 and A2 represent the same power
series in O((|QA1 |+ |QA2 |)(L(|QA1 |+ |QA2 |)2 + E)) time.

Proof One can construct in linear time the “difference SWFA” A with |QA1 |+ |QA2 | states
that represents fA = fA1 − fA2 . Two SWFAs A1 and A2 are equivalent if and only if the
basis of HfA obtained by Algorithm 1 is empty.

Again, when G is Gwfa, the time complexity becomes O(|Σ|(|QA1 | + |QA2 |)3), which co-
incides with the time complexity of Cortes et al.’s algorithm for equivalence checking for
WFAs (2007). Note that if A1 and A2 are not equivalent, there must be strings p ∈ P and
s ∈ S of the obtained minimal basis (P, S) such that H(P,S)[p, s] 6= 0, for which ps witnesses
the difference of fA1 and fA2 . This gives a counterexample to an EQ on SWFAs.
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4. Learning Algorithm for Symbolic Weighted Finite Automata

This section presents a learning algorithm under the MAT model for G-recognizable power
series using SWFAs when G is closed under linear combination and satisfies Assumption 7.
We extend the existing learning algorithm for WFAs (Bisht et al., 2006) by embedding the
key idea of the SFA learning algorithm of Argyros and D’Antoni (2018).

Argyros and D’Antoni’s algorithm takes as input a MAT learning algorithm Λ for pred-
icates and uses instances Λq,q

′
to infer a predicate on the edge between two states q and q′.

The learning algorithm plays the role of a MAT for those instances and answers queries from
them. Through communication with predicate learners, the learning algorithm constructs
its hypothesis. Following this idea, our algorithm also assumes that the class of guard func-
tions G admits a MAT learner Λ and uses its instances to construct the transition relation
of a hypothesis SWFA.

The pseudo-code of our algorithm is shown in Algorithms 2–5. Now, our learning target
power series is f∗ : Σ∗ → F. Our goal is to find a minimal basis (P, S) of Hf∗ and to
construct the SWFA A(P,S), for which fA(P,S)

= f∗ holds by Proposition 5. We call a triple
T = (P, S,H(P,S)) an observation table.

Algorithm 2 shows the overall picture of our algorithm. First, our algorithm asks an
EQ to the MAT on the zero SWFA. If the MAT answers with a counterexample c ∈ Σ∗, our
algorithm initializes the observation table T with P = {c} and S = {ε}. We will expand
the mask to obtain a minimal basis, while keeping it non-singular.

To build a hypothesis, we follow the construction shown in Definition 4. Among compo-
nents of A(P,S) = (G, Q,α,β,∆), one can easily construct Q = P , αT = H({ε},S)H

−1
(P,S), and

β = H(P,{ε}), since any finite sub-block of Hf∗ can be obtained by an appropriate number

of MQs. The remaining issue is how to compute ∆. We can get ∆x = H(P,x,S)H
−1
(P,S) for

concrete x ∈ Σ using MQs, but computing guard functions in ∆ is not trivial. For this
sake, we need the help of the guard function learner Λ. Algorithm 3 initializes all entries of
the transition relation ∆H of our hypothesis H by null and creates |Q|2 instances Λ(q,q′) of
Λ for all state pairs (q, q′) ∈ Q2, and then calls Algorithm 4.

To bring ∆H closer to ∆, Algorithm 4 lets Λ(q,q′) learn ∆[q, q′] by pretending to be a
MAT for them, though we do not know the exact goal ∆ itself. Proposition 6 guarantees
that Λ is capable of learning ∆[q, q′] ∈ G. To avoid confusion between queries by Λ(q,q′)

to our algorithm and those by our algorithm to the MAT, we use G-EQs and G-MQs for
equivalence queries and membership queries from the instances of Λ, respectively. The
answer to a G-MQ on x ∈ Σ from Λ(q,q′) is just ∆x[q, q′]. Since ∆x[q, ·] = H({q},x,S)H

−1
(P,S),

we require only |S| extra MQs given the observation table.
When Λ(q,q′) asks a G-EQ on a hypothesis guard function g, our algorithm takes g as the

(q, q′)-element of ∆H. To answer the G-EQ from Λ(q,q′), we need to find a counterexample.
This will be done by processing the MAT’s answer to our EQ by Algorithm 5. Until then,
answering the G-EQ of Λ(q,q′) is suspended.

After building a hypothesis SWFA, our algorithm asks an EQ to the MAT on the
hypothesis. When the MAT replies with a counterexample c, Algorithm 5 starts a procedure
to fix the hypothesis. Following Rivest and Schapire (1993) and Bisht et al. (2006), our
algorithm finds a prefix ux of c, with u ∈ Σ∗ and x ∈ Σ, that satisfies the following
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equations, where S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk} (Line 1 of Algorithm 5):

(MQ(us1),MQ(us2), . . . ,MQ(usk)) = αT∆Hu H(P,S) , (1)

(MQ(uxs1),MQ(uxs2), . . . ,MQ(uxsk)) 6= αT∆HuxH(P,S) , (2)

where MQ(w) is just f∗(w), but we emphasize the learner obtains the values by MQs. Such
a prefix ux always exists and can be found by binary search about the length |c| of c, which
requires O(|S| log |c|) MQs. This suggests that the transition relation ∆H of our current
hypothesis has something wrong with the transition by x.

So, our algorithm computes ∆x = H(P,x,S)H
−1
(P,S) and compares it with ∆Hx . If ∆x and

∆Hx disagree on the (q, q′)-element, we give x to Λ(q,q′) as a counterexample to the G-EQ from
Λ(q,q′). With the counterexample, our algorithm calls Algorithm 4 and restarts learning the
guard function of ∆[q, q′] using Λ(q,q′). If ∆Hx = ∆x, this means that the target power series
f∗ requires an SWFA with more states (Lemma 10). By processing the counterexample
properly, our algorithm expands the observation table T (Lines 9-11 of Algorithm 5). Now,
our algorithm decides to reconstruct the hypothesis from scratch because the goal hypothesis
A(P,S) has changed. Along with this, all Λ instances are discarded.

Algorithm 2: SWFA Learning Algorithm

Input: a MAT learning algorithm Λ
Output: an SWFA representing the target power series

1 P ← {c} and S ← {ε} for the counterexample c to the EQ on the zero SWFA;
2 initialize the observation table T = (P, S,H(P,S)) using the MQ on c;

3 H ← null;
4 loop
5 if H is null then H ← build hypothesis(T ); // Algorithm 3
6 ask an EQ on H;
7 if the MAT replies with a counterexample c then
8 H, T ← process counterexample(H, T , c); // Algorithm 5
9 else return H and terminate;

Algorithm 3: build hypothesis

Input: T = (P, S,H(P,S))
Output: a hypothesis SWFA

1 Q← P ; αT ← H({ε},S)H
−1
(P,S); β ← H(P,{ε});

2 H ← (G, Q,α,β,∆H), where ∆H[q, q′] = null for all (q, q′) ∈ Q2;
3 for (q, q′) ∈ Q2 do

4 initialize the algorithm Λ(q,q′);

5 H ← update transition(q, q′,Λ(q,q′),H, T ); // Algorithm 4

6 return H;
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Algorithm 4: update transition

Input: q, q′,Λ(q,q′),H = (G, Q,α,β,∆H), T = (P, S,H(P,S))
Output: the updated hypothesis

1 repeat

2 Λ(q,q′) asks a G-MQ on x ∈ Σ;
3 get H({q},x,S)[q, ·] by MQs on qxs for all s ∈ S;

4 ∆x[q, ·]← H({q},x,S)H
−1
(P,S);

5 answer the G-MQ by ∆x[q, q′];

6 until Λ(q,q′) asks a G-EQ on a hypothesis guard function g;
7 ∆H[q, q′]← g;
8 return (G, Q,α,β,∆H);

Algorithm 5: process counterexample

Input: H = (G, Q,α,β,∆H), T = (P, S,H(P,S)), a counterexample c
Output: a hypothesis SWFA (or null if T is updated), the observation table

1 find a prefix ux of c, where u ∈ Σ∗, x ∈ Σ, that satisfies Eqs. (1) and (2);
2 get H(P,x,S) by MQs on pxs for all p ∈ P and s ∈ S;

3 ∆x ← H(P,x,S)H
−1
(P,S);

4 for (q, q′) ∈ Q2 do
5 if ∆x[q, q′] 6= ∆Hx [q, q′] then

6 give x to Λ(q,q′) as a counterexample to the G-EQ;

7 H ←update transition(q, q′,Λ(q,q′),H, T ); // Algorithm 4

8 if H is updated then return H, T ;
9 P ′ ← P ∪ {u};

10 S′ ← S ∪ {xsi} where si ∈ S satisfies MQ(uxsi) 6= αT∆HuxH(P,S)[si];

11 expand H(P,S) to H(P ′,S′);

12 return null, (P ′, S′,H(P ′,S′));

5. Correctness and Query Complexity

The following lemma ensures that our mask (P, S) is always kept non-singular and rank(H(P,S))
is strictly increasing at Line 11 of Algorithm 5.

Lemma 10 (Bisht et al. (2006)) Suppose ux with u ∈ Σ∗ and x ∈ Σ satisfies Eqs. (1)
and (2). If ∆Hx = ∆x, then rank(H(P ′,S′)) = rank(H(P,S)) + 1 for P ′ = P ∪ {u} and

S′ = S ∪ {xsi}, where MQ(uxsi) 6= αT∆HuxH(P,S)[si].

The proof by Bisht et al. requires no change for the case of SWFAs, since the lemma involves
only finitely many elements of Σ.

By Lemma 10, our mask will finally converge to a minimal basis (P, S), for which we
have fA(P,S)

= f∗. Then each Λ(q,q′) will finally output the correct guard function.
In order to evaluate the query complexity of our algorithm, we first discuss how many

G-MQs and G-EQs each MAT learner Λ(q,q′) may make. We write the class of all linear
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combinations of guard functions in the transition relation ∆ of a minimal SWFA represent-
ing f∗ by

Gf∗ =





∑

(q,q′)∈Q2

aqq′∆[q, q′]

∣∣∣∣∣∣
aqq′ ∈ F for each (q, q′) ∈ Q2



 ⊆ G .

Note that the class Gf∗ does not depend on the choice of the minimal SWFA, since any
minimal SWFAs representing the same power series can be converted into each other by
linear transformation as shown in the proof of Proposition 5. Let M and E be the number
of G-MQs and G-EQs that Λ makes to learn guard functions in Gf∗ , respectively.

Theorem 11 Let n = rank(Hf∗) and m be the length of the longest counterexample to EQs
returned by the MAT. Then, the proposed algorithm returns an SWFA representing f∗ using
Λ after raising at most O(n3E) EQs and O(n4M+ n4E(n+ logm)) MQs.

Proof At first, we claim that the observation table T = (P, S,H(P,S)) cannot be extended
beyond n times. The table is extended on Line 11 of Algorithm 5 only when the condition
of Lemma 10 is satisfied, and hence the rank of the sub-block H(P,S) is definitely increased.
By H(P,S) ≤ rank(Hf∗) = n, the claim holds.

Whenever a counterexample to an EQ is given, we call Algorithm 5, except the first
EQ for initializing T . To count the number of EQs, we count how many times Algorithm 5
is performed. Each call of Algorithm 5 ends in either Line 8 or Line 12. The former
happens only when a counterexample to an instance of Λ is found, which can happen at
most |Q|2E ≤ n2E times without extending T . The latter extends T and it is performed at
most n times as shown before. Therefore, the algorithm builds a correct hypothesis after
making at most O(n3E) EQs.

After the first MQ for initializing T , our algorithm makes MQs for (a) constructing α at
Line 1 of Algorithm 3, (b) answering G-MQs from instances of Λ at Line 3 of Algorithm 4,
(c) finding a critical prefix of a counterexample at Line 1 of Algorithm 5, (d) answering
G-EQs by instances of Λ at Line 2 of Algorithm 5. Note that computing β = H(P,{ε}) at
Line 1 of Algorithm 3 requires no extra MQs, since H(P,{ε}) is a sub-block of H(P,S). We
can construct H(P ′,S′) at Line 11 of Algorithm 5 using results of MQs in (c) and (d).

The total number of MQs for (a) is at most n. Concerning (b), we make |S| MQs for
each G-MQ from an instance of Λ. Thus, the number of MQs per an instance of Λ is at most
O(nM) by |S| ≤ n. Each time T is extended, we make |Q|2 ≤ n2 new instances of Λ, which
happens n times. Thus, O(n4M) MQs are asked for (b) till the algorithm outputs a correct
SWFA. For (c), we use O(n logm) MQs to find a critical prefix of each counterexample with
binary search in Algorithm 5, which is called at most O(n3E) times, as we have argued for
counting EQs. Thus, in total O(n4E logm) MQs are asked for (c). The total number of
MQs for (d) is at most O(n5E), since we need |P | × |S| ≤ n2 MQs for constructing H(P,x,S)

each time Algorithm 5 is called. All in all, the total number of MQs that our algorithm
makes is at most O(n4M+ n4E(n+ logm)).

We compare the query complexities of representative algorithms to learn relevant classes
of automata under the MAT model in Table 12. The query complexity of the proposed

2. M̂ and Ê denote the numbers of G-MQs and G-EQs that predicate learners make in Argyros and
D’Antoni’s algorithm, respectively.
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Table 1: Query complexities of representative learning algorithms for relevant automata
Deterministic Weighted

FA EQ O(n) O(n)
MQ O(n2|Σ|+ n logm) O(n2|Σ|+ n2 logm)

(Rivest and Schapire, 1993) (Bisht et al., 2006)

SFA EQ O(n3Ê) O(n3E)

MQ O(n4M̂+ n4Ê logm) O(n4M+ n4E(n+ logm))
(Argyros and D’Antoni, 2018) (Ours)

algorithm is higher than that of the one for learning WFAs with respect to n, which is
also true when extending FA to SFA. The important point is that the if M and E do not
depend on alphabet size |Σ|, the number of MQs of our algorithm also does not depend |Σ|
unlike that of WFAs. Therefore, our algorithm is suitable for learning power series over an
extremely large or infinite alphabet.

We show some examples of G and guard function learners.

Example 1 Guard functions in Gwfa can be learned by |Σ| G-MQs and a G-EQ, i.e.,
M = |Σ| and E = 1. When learning SWFAs over Gwfa with such a guard function learner,
Algorithm 5 never calls Algorithm 4, because guard learners always raise the correct hy-
potheses. Then the number of required EQs goes down to O(n). Still our algorithm makes
more MQs than the WFA learner, where the same MQs are repeatedly made many times.
We can remove such redundant MQs using memorization and then the number of MQs of
our algorithm becomes as few as the WFA learner’s.

Example 2 Let Gpoly be the class of all polynomials over the set of rational numbers Q.
Then a trivial learning strategy for Gpoly requires k + 1 G-MQs and k + 1 G-EQs for a
target polynomial of degree k. Suppose that an SWFA representing f∗ has guard functions
of polynomials of degree at most k. Since the maximum degree of polynomials does not
increase by linear transformation, we have M = E = k + 1.

Example 3 Let Gdiv be the class of all guard functions g : Z → F which partition the
integer set Z into finitely many intervals and assign an entity of F to each interval. That
is, g ∈ Gdiv has a partition number k ∈ N, k borders a1, a2, . . . , ak ∈ Z and k + 1 values
b0, b1, b2, . . . , bk ∈ F such that a1 < a2 < · · · < ak and g(x) = bi if ai ≤ x < ai+1, assuming
that a0 = −∞ and ak+1 =∞. Since identifying each border ai requires O(log |ai|) G-MQs,
to learn g requires in total O(

∑k
i=1 log |ai|) G-MQs and O(k) G-EQs. Let A be the set of all

borders ai used in any of guard functions of an SWFA representing the target power series.
Then a linear combination of those guard functions may produce the function h ∈ Gdiv with
borders A. Such h requiresM = O(|A| log â) G-MQs and E = O(|A|) G-EQs to learn, where
â = max{ |a| | a ∈ A }.

Example 4 We have shown that if G ⊆ FΣ is learnable, the class G′ of G-recognizable
series is also learnable. Here, we can consider SWFAs over G′ ⊆ FΣ∗ , whose edges have
SWFAs over G as representations of guard functions. In this way, one can recursively
obtain learnable classes of more complex formal power series.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work

We considered symbolic weighted finite automata (SWFAs), which unify SFAs and WFAs.
SWFAs can deal with a possibly infinite alphabet efficiently taking advantage of the struc-
ture of the alphabet. We proposed a new query learning algorithm for SWFAs by combining
the ones for SFAs and WFAs with a correctness proof and an upper bound for the number
of queries. We also confirmed that the minimization and equivalence checking for SWFAs
can be achieved efficiently, as with WFAs under some additional assumptions.

There are many potential applications of our algorithm as extensions of applications
using WFAs. An interesting application is extracting an SWFA from a recurrent neural
network (RNN) to obtain a faster surrogate. A prior work (Okudono et al., 2020) uses
WFAs for this purpose, but the range of applicable RNNs is limited by the size of the
alphabet. SWFAs and our algorithm are suitable to extract automata from RNNs over a
large or infinite alphabet. It is useful since RNNs with real-valued inputs are very common
for time series analysis. Such an application requires some devices for our algorithm to work
well with numerical errors. Even though our algorithm is in the context of exact concept
learning, we observed that using a small threshold to relax the equivalence checking actually
worked to some extent in small preliminary experiments. However, some additional devices
would be required for larger experiments.

As shown in some recent papers (Bollig et al., 2009; Chubachi et al., 2019), the theoretical
worst-case query complexity and the empirical performance are often different. Evaluating
the practical efficiency of the proposed algorithm by experiments is left for future work. We
estimate that depending on G and Λ, our algorithm can share a counterexample for multiple
G-EQs in Line 6 of Algorithm 5, which will improve the practical performance well.

Learning WFAs has been studied under different learning schemes, including spectral
learning (see Balle and Mohri, 2015, and references therein). Learning SWFAs under those
learning schemes is a hopeful research direction. On the other hand, there is a number
of automata models related to or extending SWFAs, including those mentioned in the
introduction of this paper. Designing algorithms for learning them will also be an interesting
future work.
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